Abstract: We have classified 865 sequences of EF-hand proteins from five proteomes into 156 subfamilies. These subfamilies were put into six groups. Evolutionary relationships among subfamilies and groups were analyzed from the inferred ancestral sequence for each subfamily. CTER, CPV, and PEF groups arose from a common EF-lobe (pair of adjacent EF-hands). They have two or more EFlobes; the relative positions of their EF-lobes differ from each other. Comparisons of the ancestral sequences and the inferred structures of the EF-lobes of these groups indicate that the mutual positions of EF-lobes were established soon after divergence of an EF-lobe for each group and before the duplication and fusion of EF-lobe gene(s). These ancestral sequences reveal that some subfamilies in low similarity and isolated groups did not evolve from the EF-lobe precursor, even if their conformations are similar to the canonical EF-hand. This is an example of convergent evolution.
Introduction
Recent advances in genomic and proteomic analyses of a vast range of organisms have revealed that proteins have evolved through a process of extensive duplication, deletion, and shuffling of domains. The modular nature of domains has facilitated the generation of novel and complex protein functions from a limited set of domain families. 1 Based on the similarity of the sequence of domains and/or of the domain structures, proteins are classified into families. A protein family consists of amino sequences that share a common ancestor; all members of the family are homologous to one another. A family can be further divided into subfamilies; members of which have the same or similar functions and/or unique structural features. The EF-hand is a motif that consists of an ahelix "E," a loop that may bind calcium, and a second a-helix "F"; the canonical EF-hand is 29 residues long. 2 It is usually found in proteins involved in signal transduction of calcium as a secondary messenger. 3 EF-hand proteins were the first homolog family in which the relationship between primary sequence and tertiary structure could be clearly related. 4 EF-hands usually occur in pairs, the EF-lobe. The EF-lobe is a unit of evolution and also a structural unit of EF-hand domains. However, there are some exceptions such as the first motif of parvalbumin, which covers the hydrophobic core formed by a pair of EF-hands. 5 The fifth motifs of calpain and of sorcin pair with the fifth Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
*Correspondence to: Hiroshi Kawasaki, Department of Medical Life Science, Graduate School of Medical Life Science, Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Kanagawa 230-0045, Japan. E-mail: kawasaki@yokohama-cu.ac.jp motif of another penta-EF-hand protein. 6, 7 Synthetic peptides that mimic a single EF-hand or even the calcium binding loop can form dimers that resemble an EF-lobe. 8, 9 Some EF-hand proteins are composed solely of EF-hand domains, notably calmodulin and troponin-C. Others are chimeric proteins in which EF-hand lobes have fused to others, such as a kinase domain or a protease domain. The EF-hand, usually found in an EF-lobe, appears in various structural contexts -at the N-terminus, in the middle, or at the C-terminus of chimeric proteins. The EF-hand has been seen in at least 25 different domain families in metazoan. 10 All EF-hand proteins are inferred to have evolved from a single precursor helix-loophelix domain by gene duplication and fusion; however, a single EF-hand, of about thirty residues, is so short that one cannot exclude the possibility that it arose de novo several times. 11, 12 EF-hand proteins comprise one of the largest protein families; the number of positive hits of Prosite matrix PS50222 (EF_HAND_2) for UniProtKB/ Swiss-Prot release 2016_06 (551,385 sequence entries) is 4432 EF-hands in 1613 sequences (http:// prosite.expasy.org/PS50222). It can be divided into many subfamilies, each with its own story. Recent advances in structural genomics have revealed that several proteins have EF-hands and even EF-lobe like structures; even though, they show very low similarity in sequence. We have defined subfamilies of EF-hands by both evolutional history and function. When two homologs have similar evolutionary histories but have, or are inferred to have, different functions, they are put into separate subfamilies.
Each EF-hand protein has a complex history of change of sequence as well as duplication and fusion. 12 Nakayama et al. analyzed the evolutions of EF-hands by aligning EF-hands from these diverse EF-hand proteins. 12 They identified twenty subfamilies and nine possible subfamilies (UNIQs), each with only one member. Among them, five subfamilies (CAM, TNC, ELC, RLC, and CDC) and three UNIQs (CAL, SQUID, and CDPK) are congruent; this means that the domains 1 of these subfamilies group together as do the domains 2, and so forth. The arrangement of domains 1 within the domain 1 cluster is similar to the arrangement of domains 2 within the domain 2 cluster from that same subfamily, and so forth. and each of the domain subfamily clusters is similar to the dendrogram based on the entire sequence for that subfamily. This group is called CTER. Nakayama et al. identified 66 subfamilies of EF-hand proteins. 13 CTER now contains ten subfamilies-adding TPNV, CLAT, and CAST, and removing CDPK. TPNV is a troponin C like protein from non-vertebrates. CDPK is a chimeric protein with a kinase domain at the N-terminus. CLAT has a fifty residue domain at its C-terminus. CAST has a forty residue domain at its N-terminus. The evolutionary history of these two domains is unknown. The structure of the extra domain at the N-terminus of CAST is inferred to be intrinsically disordered as analyzed by DisEMBL http://dis.embl. de/. Other proteins in CTER consist solely of four EF-hands. Another congruent group, CPV, consists of: CLNB, P22, VIS, CALS, DREM, CMPK, and SOS3. Other subfamilies were put into the groups-Pairings, Self, and Miscellaneous. We have revised this classification of the EF-hand family based on recently determined sequences and structures.
Sequence alignment is difficult, since the EFhand is only thirty residues long and has suffered many insertions and deletions (indels). Alignment of all EF-hands in the family is possible but impractical; however, we have maintained a database of tentatively aligned EF-hands and lobes. 2 We first analyzed the local similarity among all of the members of the family; then we made clusters whose members have local or internal similarity. Within these clusters, we checked congruency and classified subfamilies.
EF-Hand Proteins

Subfamilies of EF-hand proteins
The EF-hand was first recognized in the crystal structure of parvalbumin. 14 Kretsinger proposed that the EF-hand could be recognized in protein sequences by considering critical residues. 4 The EF-hand is one of the most frequently observed motifs. The Prosite database lists 4432 EF-hands in 1613 proteins. 15 In our previous paper, 13 we classified EF-hand proteins into 66 subfamilies and discussed the evolutionary relationships among them. Each subfamily contains proteins with the same function and sequence congruency. Since then, the determination of the gene sequences of several organisms has added many new EF-hands to protein sequence databases and has enabled us to analyze the entire EF-hand family by a comparative, proteomic approach. We updated our EF-hand database by searching five proteomes (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Arabidopsis thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogastor, and Homo sapiens). This database contains 905 sequences segmented for the regions containing EF-hand motifs. Some of the newly added EF-hand sequences are classified as UNIQs, since they do not show clear similarity to the members of established subfamilies.
Classification EF-hand proteins
Short description of clusters. We analyzed the sequences of 905 EF-hand proteins by checking local sequence similarity using FASTA and Markov clustering (MCL). We selected pairs with >50% similarity (counting identical or conservative replacements) Fig. S1 ). We removed these 17 singletons for further analysis. We describe the subfamily composition of these 44 clusters and compare them with our previous tabulation. 13 The names of subfamilies are based on our previous tables. 13, 16 We first classified the UNIQs based on the results of clustering. The assignment of each cluster and subfamily of UNIQs is described in Supporting Information Table S1 . We classified 865 sequences into 156 subfamilies (Supporting Information Table  S1 ). We defined subfamilies as a set of homologous sequences that have similar functions. Many of the156 subfamilies were already identified by functional and/or chemical characteristics of representative proteins. 16 We list several recent reviews on individual subfamilies or the member of subfamilies as follows. Grabarek described Mg 21 binding properties on CAM, TNC and others. 17 Marshall et al. reviewed structure and functions of CAM and STIM. 18 Li et al. summarized structure and function of cardiac troponin C (TNC). 19 Sheikh et al. reviewed functions of myosin light chain-2 (RLC). 20 Dantas et al. summarized the role of CDC in the centriole and genome maintenance. 21 Zhang and He reviewed centrin (CDC). 22 Gao et al. summarized CDPK in plants. 23 Machnicka summarized structure and function of spectrins (FDRN). Dom ınguez et al. summarized calcium binding proteins in prokaryotes including CMSE. 24 Mielenz and Gunn-Moore reviewed functions of swiprosin (EFHD_DM). Kolobynina et al. reviewed the functions of P22. 25 Sole et al. reviewed P22. 26 Lim et al. reviewed structural diversity of neuronal calcium sensor (VIS). 27 Campbell and
Davis described structure-function relationship of CALP. 28 Maki et al. reviewed functions of ALG-2 (SORC). 29 Colotti et al. reviewed SORC in cancer cells. 30 Leclerc and Heizmann reviewed S100. 31 Kizawa et al. reviewed S100 and HYFL. 32 Bradshaw described diverse functions of BM40. 33 Garc ıa-Galiano et al. described NUBN. 34 Hajn oczky et al reviewed mitochondrial EF-hand proteins including MIRO and SCMC. 35 Del Arco et al. reviewed SCMC. 36 Schwaller reviewed calretinin (CLBN). 37 Tang reviewed MIRO. We selected homologs with >70% similarity (identical or conservative replacements) and >30% identity for a span over 50 residues from the "top-5 hit list" of FASTA. From the homolog list, we made a network of subfamilies that shows how many homologs are shared between two subfamilies. Figure 1 shows the network, in which two subfamilies (red square) are connected with shared homologs (orange circle). We then put these into a simplified network, in which each pair of subfamilies is directly connected with an edge of the shared number of homologs. Self loops were removed. Subfamilies were classified by MCL clustering (granularity parameter 5 2.0, cut off of the number of shared homologs 5 5.0) using Cytoscape (Supporting Information Fig. S2 ). We also extracted the "top-3" subfamilies with higher numbers of shared members for each subfamily. Based on these results, we classified the 156 subfamilies into six groups-CTER, CPV, pairings, miscellaneous, low similarity, and isolated (Table I) .
Descriptions of subfamily groups
CTER. The CTER group was originally described by Nakayama et al. 12 We divided CTER into three subgroups: CTER-core, CTER-plus, and CTERrelated. The core of this group consists of CAM, TNC, ELC, and RLC (CTER-core). They are congruent with each other. 12 They are inferred to have diverged from a common four domain ancestor. We included TPNV in CTER-core. Calmodulin (CAM) is an archetypical EF-hand protein of CTER. CAM is a ubiquitous calcium receptor in (nearly) all eukaryotic cells. 3 It passes the secondary messenger, calcium signal to downstream proteins by interacting with them. 39 There are nearly 300 proteins listed in the database of calmodulin targets. 40 CAM is a subunit of several enzymes and channels. 41, 42 CAM interacts with its target via the target's IQ-motif. 42 CAM shows high structural flexibility in binding calcium and interacting with its target. 39 Other members of CTER are troponin C (TNC), essential light chain (ELC), regulatory light chain (RLC) and troponin, non-vertebrate (TPNV). TNC interacts with TNI and TNT to form the hetero-trimer, troponin, which imparts calcium sensitivity to skeletal and cardiac muscle. TPNV is found in various non-vertebrates; for example lobster and Drosophila; it has three isoforms. It is a close homolog of TNC; however, its mode of function remains unknown. It has been put Figure 1 . Relationship among subfamilies. We classified EF-hand proteins into 156 subfamilies. The relationship among these subfamilies was analyzed by FASTA against proteome data from twenty species. We selected homologs with >70% similarity (identical or conservative replacements) and >30% identity for a span over 50 residues from the "top-5 hit list" of FASTA. This made 32047 pairs of EFhand proteins in our database and the sequences of proteomes from 20 species. Each EF-hand protein was already classified into 156 subfamilies. We made a table that shows the relationship between subfamily and the sequences taken up from proteome data from 20 species by replacing each entry of subfamilies to the name of the corresponding subfamily. After removing duplications caused by some entries of a subfamily matching to the same sequence, the table contains 6378 pairs between subfamilies and the sequences of proteomes from 20 species. The network was visualized by Cytoscape with spring layout option. The subfamilies are shown with red squares. The subfamily names given in Table I are also shown. Each sequence connecting subfamilies is shown with a small circle. The subfamily names in the CTER group are shown in bold face and the subfamily names in the CPV group are shown in italics. Other subfamily names are in normal face. Five subfamilies do not appear in this figure; four are from bacteria (CLSM, CMSO, CSCJ, and CBCC) and one is from Euglena (ARP_EG). The entries from these subfamilies have no similar (as defined above) sequences from the proteomes of the 20 species used. This figure shows how many sequences are shared by subfamilies; this is a measure of the relationship among subfamilies. There is one big cluster (top) and 22 isolated clusters (bottom). The subfamilies in the big cluster are connected to another subfamily by sharing at least one sequence with similarity to the entries of that subfamily. For example, the subfamilies in the CTER groups are clustered near the center of the figure. These subfamilies share many sequences each other; these subfamilies are densely connected in this figure. The subfamilies in the CPV group appear in the area from the top to the center of the big cluster. They are connected to each other by many sequences. Another example is EP15, which is at the middle of left side of the big cluster. EP15 has 13 sequences. There are many sequences similar to the entries of EP15 (many small circles around the red square of EF15). However, they are weakly shared with other subfamilies. The numbers of shared sequences between subfamilies are shown in Supporting Information Table S2 (see the column for the nearest subfamily, second nearest subfamily, and third nearest subfamily). The members of five subfamilies in CTER-core are congruent and they are inferred to diverge from a common four-domain precursor. They are congruent and share the same four domain ancestor, which is different from the ancestor of CTER. There are six other subfamilies in CPV group. SOS3 is a plant calcium sensor involved in the signaling pathway during growth and development and in response to abiotic stresses. CIB is a calcium binding protein that plays a role in the regulation of numerous cellular processes, such as cell differentiation, cell migration, thrombosis, angiogenesis and apoptosis. PCAT_HS has both acyltransferase and acetyltransferase activities. There are two or four EF-hands at C-terminal side. KCIP is a regulatory subunit of voltage-gated rapidly inactivating A-type potassium channels. CALS is a calcium-binding protein that interacts with the presenilins and regulates the levels of a presenilin fragment. DREM is a calcium-dependent transcriptional repressor that binds to the DRE element of genes. yes S100 has two EF-hands, N-terminal one of which is a S100 specific structure with longer calcium binding loop and C-terminal one of which is a canonical EF-hand. There are 24 human S100 genes, 19
of which are located within chromosome 1q21. S100 forms homoor hetero-dimer. ICBP has similar structure to S100, but it is a monomeric protein. HYFL is a chimeric protein with S100 like domain at N-terminal side and a large repeat domain at C-terminal side. P26 is a frog protein with two S100 like domains. The names of several subfamilies succeeded from our previous paper (Protein Profile Vol. 2 (4) 1995). The sequences in each subfamily are summarized in Supporting Information Table  S1 . Subfamilies were classified based on the similarity between the members of them (see Figure 1) . "Entries" column shows the number of members in each subfamily. "Plants," "Fungi," "Nematoda," "Insects," and "Vertebrates" columns show the existence of members from each subfamily in these taxa. "Notes" describes the characteristics of each subfamily.
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into a subfamily separate from TNC. ELC and RLC both enfold the a-helical portion of the myosin heavy chain. This interaction is mediated by the IQmotif. 43 The members of CTER-plus show higher similarity to calmodulin and appear in cluster_1. This group contains 20 subfamilies. These subfamilies share a common ancestor with four domains. These other members of CTER include calmodulin like protein in leaf (CLAT), squidulin (SQUD), CDC31, caltractin (CDC), cal1 protein (CAL), calcium dependent protein kinase (CDPK), Stronglyocentrotus calcium binding protein (SPEC), and membrane associated protein (PMAT). They were described in our previous papers. 13 44 We classified these six calmodulin genes as CAM in CTER. Other calmodulin like genes are classified into eleven subfamilies in the CTER-plus group. CLAT (CML8_AR-ATH, CML10_ARATH, and CML11_ARATH) and PMAT (CML35_ARATH and CML36_ARATH) have already been described. Others are classified based on the results of clustering. Nine subfamilies in CTER-plus are CML_B, CML_M, CML_O, CML_T, CML_07, CML_11, CML_15, CML_17, and CML_24. Some CMLs were placed in CDC-(CML19_ARATH and CML20_ARATH), BET4 (CML28_ARATH), CML_16 (CML42_ARATH and CML43_ARATH), TCH3 (CML12_ARATH), which are in the CTER group. Other CMLs are put into SORC (CML48_AR-ATH, CML49_ARATH and CML50_ARATH), CML_33 (CML33_ARATH), and CML_34 (CML34_ARATH); these are not in the CTER group. The subfamilies of CTER-related, such as the chimeric proteins-FIMB, ACTN, FDRN, PLC, GPD, RYN, PPTS, and PFPK, are similar to calmodulin, but have different domain compositions. Other CTER related branches -for example, PARV, BET4, CSCD, CRSH_AT, CML_16, CMSE, MSV, AIF1, EFHD2_DM, CBP_DD, SENS, RASEF_CE, EF4_HS, CAST, CVP, LPS, E631_DM, BATH25_CE, SM20_SM, YNE5_CE, EF3_HS, YLJ5_CE, EFHB_HS, KIC, and TCH3-are more similar to other subfamilies of CTER. They were initially put into clusters other than cluster_1. CTERrelated was divided into 18 subgroups. Descriptions of these subgroups are shown in Table I .
CPV. CPV consists of CPV-core and CPV-related. CPV-core includes calcineurin B (CLNB), p22 (P22), and visinin (VIS). CLNB is the B subunit of calcineurin, a calcium dependent protein phosphatase. P22 is a calcium binding protein involved in different processes such as regulation of vesicular trafficking, plasma membrane Na
1
/H
1 exchange, and gene transcription. P22 also inhibits NFAT nuclear translocation and transcriptional activity by suppressing the calcium dependent, calcineurin phosphatase activity. VIS is a calcium dependent regulator of guanylate cyclase. They are congruent and share the same four domain ancestor, which is different from the ancestor of CTER. The descriptions of six other subfamilies in the CPV group are shown in Table I . CPV-related contains two subfamilies, DUOX and DGK. The members of both subfamilies are chimeric proteins. DUOX has a peroxidase like domain at its N-terminus, four EFhands at the middle, and both ferric oxido-reductase and FAD-binding FR-type domains at its Cterminus. DGK has two EF-hands at the N-terminal side of its diacylglycerol kinase catalytic domain. A NMR structure of the most N-terminal domain, next to two EF-hands, is in the PDB (1TUZ). This structure resembles a pair of EF-hands; although, there is a long insertion in the loop region of the second EF-hand like motif. DGK has four EF-hands at its N-terminus. The domain with four EF-hands in CPV-related also is inferred to share a common four domain ancestor.
Pairings. There are six groups of pairings, each of which contains subfamilies classified as nearest neighbor or subfamilies that are in the same cluster. The subfamilies in each group are all inferred to share common ancestors. These six groups are PPTS2A, PEF, S100, RTC, SCMC, and BM40. Each of these is described in Table I .
Miscellaneous subfamilies. This group includes 18 subfamilies, each of which has at least two members shared with other subfamilies such as CTER or CPV based on similarity of amino acid sequence. Descriptions of these subfamilies are shown in Table I .
Low similarity group. There are 23 subfamilies in this group. These subfamilies have little relation to other subfamilies. By definition, fewer than two members of another subfamily are linked to these 23 subfamilies. Descriptions of subfamilies are given in Table I .
Isolated group. This group contains 27 subfamilies. The entries in the subfamilies in the isolated group show no significant similarity to the entries in other groups. Descriptions of these subfamilies are in Table I .
Structures and functions of subfamilies
Figures 2-5 show the representative structures of EF-hand protein from various subfamilies. In these figures, an EF-lobe was put in the coordinate system based on the pseudo-two fold symmetry of the lobe. 45, 46 The two fold axis was aligned to the z-axis and then two EF-hands were put on the x-axis. This coordinate system uses the intrinsic symmetry axis.
Each structure can be put in the coordinate system without reference to any other structures. The right panel shows the structures viewed down the z-axis (x-axis is horizontal, y-axis is vertical) in the coordinate system. This view shows well the over-all structure of EF-lobes and their similarity. The left panel shows the conformational mapping of EF-lobes. 45, 47 The map was created from symmetry aligned structure. The conformation of the EF-lobe was analyzed by the helix direction on yz-plane of the coordinate system. The horizontal axis of the plot in left panel is the angle between the y-axis and helix E of the EF-lobe. The vertical axis is the angle on the yzplane between helix F from two EF-hands in the EF-lobe. 47 This conformational map discriminates various structures of EF-lobes. The positional difference in the map is easily interpretable in the real structure of the EF-lobe. Four points (A, B, C, and D) shown in CTER plot (the top of Fig. 2 left panel) are reference points for calcium-bound, target-bound apo, and two conformers of apo structures of EF-lobes. Two lines (solid and dotted lines) in Figure 2 show the inferred conformational change of EF-lobe induced by the binding of calcium ions. N-lobe of calmodulin shows simple change along lower solid line. C-lobe of calmodulin should move along the upper dotted line. The transition from dotted line to solid line would occur in the C-lobe of calmodulin for calcium binding. As discussed in the following section, many structures appear along the solid line.
CTER. The representative structures of an EFlobe of CTER are summarized in Figure 2 (top row) . The EF-lobes of CAM and of other CTER members have four different conformations. We made a plot to show the conformational status of EF-lobes; these are shown as A, B, C, and D in the plot. 47 The plots are shown at the left panel of the figures. Position A represents a calcium bound conformation for both Nand C-lobes. Positions D and C are calcium free conformations for N-lobes and C-lobes, respectively. Position B is a semi-open conformation of the C-lobe, which binds a target but is in the calcium free conformation. The representative structures for these four positions are also shown in the figure (right panel). The plots of conformations of CTER-plus are shown at the middle of Figure 2 . We show some representative structures. Positions E and F are calcium bound and calcium free structures of the Clobe from members of BCBP subfamily. Position G represents a calcium free structure of the N-lobe of BCBP. These three positions are close to A, C, and D of CTER. Position H is a structure of calcium bound CDPK. This is some distance from the solid line, but the conformation is calcium bound.
The plots for CTER-related are shown at the bottom of Figure 2 . Almost all subfamilies, except PARV (open diamond), are on one of the two lines. PARV shows an open conformation in each EF-hand; but its EF-lobe appears to be slightly closed, since its two helices F come closer together (Fig. 2 right, L) .
CPV. The plots for CPV are shown in Figure 3 (upper row). The lobes appear along the two lines.
One outlier, at position B, is the N-lobe of CIB. Most of the CIBs appear along the upper line (filled triangle). The structures of EF-lobes of CPV are similar to those of CTER; although, the relative positions of the N-lobe and the C-lobe are completely different from that in CTER.
Pairings. There are several structures for groups of Pairings (PEF, S100, SCMC, and BM40). The Pairings group of PEF (CALP&SORC) is one of the oldest groups; it is widely distributed among eukaryotes, as are CTER and CPV. The distributions of S100&ICBP are limited in vertebrates. The plots for PEF are shown in Figure 3 (lower row). Most of PEF are near the lower line. However, the pairs of fifth domains of PEF are near the upper line. These pairs of fifth domains resemble a four helix bundle and show little change upon calcium binding. The plots of S100&ICBP are shown in Figure 4 (upper row). Almost all structures are near the two lines. Only one SCMC structure has been reported (Fig. 4 , middle row). Both N-and C-lobes bind Ca 21 ions; they appear near the position A of CTER. The structure of BM40 is far outside the two lines (Fig. 4 , lower row). As shown in Table I , QR1 shares only two members each from S100 and SM20_SM based on their similarities. BM40 shares no members with other subfamilies except QR1. They are unique EFhand proteins.
Miscellaneous subfamilies. There are six subfamilies of EF-hand proteins for which structures have been reported. Almost all structures appear along the two lines (Fig. 5, upper row) . The structures appearing at the marginal positions (A-D) are shown. They all resemble the canonical EFhand; although, some have longer helices. A, Calcium bound S100B (S100); B, calcium bound S100A13 with target (S100); C, calcium free calbindin D9k (ICBP); D, calcium free S100A16 (S100); E, C-lobe of calcium bound SCMC; N-lobe of calcium bound SCMC; G, Calcium bound BM40. red, odd (N-terminal) EF-hand; blue, even (C-terminal) EF-hand; gray, linker connecting two EF-hands; green sphere, calcium. For details, see the legend for Figure 2 .
Low similarity group. The plots for low similarity groups are shown in Figure 5 . It is difficult to determine whether they have a common ancestor and diverged beyond significant sequence similarity or whether they arose independently, but structural constrains made their structures similar.
Isolated group. There are five subfamilies for which the structure of an EF-hand is reported. The plots are shown in Figure 5 (lower). Although these subfamilies show little similarity to other EF-hand subfamilies, many structures appear along the two lines. The positions I and J deviate a great deal; they occur in PKD. In this group, the symmetrical relationship between two EF-hands is broken. Odd domains appear closed; Even domains look open.
Evolutionary congruence of domains
Relationship between CTER and CPV. EF-hand motifs usually occur in pairs, forming an EF-lobe. Several four domain EF-hand proteins are inferred to have arisen by a duplication of an EF-lobe. CTER and CPV are groups of typical, four domain EF-hand proteins. However, the relative positions of EF-lobes differ between CTER and CPV. They probably arose from different four domain ancestors. We analyzed the evolutionary relationship between CTER and CPV. Figure 6 shows the domain level analysis of this relationship. The best tree made by the maximum likelihood method using RAxML shows clear separation of odd and even domains; although, one branch of odd (the first domain of CLNB) appears in the even group. Also, each domain of CTER forms a cluster and that of CPV makes a different cluster. This means that CTER and CPV share a common EF-lobe, which then diverged to the ancestors of CTER and of CPV. Figure 7 shows the tree made with EF-lobe sequences by RAxML. Using this tree, we inferred the ancestral sequence of every node. Figure 8 shows the sequences of nodes for root, CTER_lobe, CPV_lobe, CTER_N, CTER_C, CPV_N, and CPV_C. The inferred root sequence and CTER_-lobe sequence are identical. There are a few differences between the CTER_lobe and the CPV_lobe. The structural difference between CTER and CPV is the mutual position of N-and C-lobes. There is little interaction between the N-lobes and the C-lobes of CTER; however, the interaction of the two lobes of CPV is much greater. The N-and C-lobes of CPV usually lie side by side in a dimer like structure. There is a hydrophobic cluster at the interface between N-and C-lobes (Fig. 9 ). As shown in Figure  9 , this cluster is obvious in the ancestral structure of the CPV_N and CPV_C dimer. In the CTER_lobe and in the CTER_N&C lobe, the hydrophobic residues are replaced with hydrophilic amino acids. The only pair of hydrophobic residues consists of a Met of helix F in EF2 and an Ile of helix E in EF3. In the CPV_lobe, one residue is changed in the cluster and three residues make a hydrophobic clusterMet and Ile of helix F in EF2 and Ile of helix E in EF3. This might make homo-dimer formation possible with the CPV_lobe. However, the interaction is head to tail, so homo-polymeric interactions become possible. We speculate that trimeric interaction, Figure 7 . Tree for EF-lobes of CTER and CPV. This tree shows the relationship among EF-lobes from CTER and CPV analyzed by using RAxML. The sequences of EF-lobes were made by concatenating EF1 and EF2 or EF3 and EF4. We omitted the linker between two EF-hands in the EF-lobe. The tree has two major branches for CTER and CPV. CTER_N, CTER_C, CPV_N, and CPV_C are the nodes for the precursor of each EF-lobe corresponding to N-terminal side lobes of CAM and CDC, C-terminal side lobes of CAM and CDC, Nterminal side lobes of CLNB and VIS or C-terminal side lobes of CLNB and VIS. The CTER_lobe and the CPV_lobe are precursors of CTER_N and CTER_C, or of CPV_N and CPV_C, respectively. Based on this tree we inferred the ancestral sequences of each node by using PAML. (This figure is rotated 90 degree counter clock-wise.). Figure 6 . Domain tree of CTER and CPV. CTER is a group of subfamily containing CAM, TNC, ELC, RLC, and so on. CPV is another group of subfamily containing CLNB, P22, VIS, and so on. The groups of subfamilies are summarized in Table I . The sequences of EF-hand domain from the members of CTER (CAM and CDC) and CPV (CLNB and VIS) were aligned. The evolutionary relationship was analyzed by using RAxML. The best tree obtained was shown. CTER and CPV have four EF-hands, which are EF1, EF2, EF3, and EF4 from the N-terminus. These four domains resulted from the duplication and fusion of an ancestral EF-lobe, which had two EFhands (EF-odd and EF-even). By the duplication and fusion of this ancestral EF-lobe, EF-odd diverged to EF1 and EF3 and EF-even to EF2 and EF4. The tree has two branches, one of which is the descendant of EF-odd, the other of EFeven. The ellipse shows the branch containing EF-hands of each subfamily. For example, VIS_2 means that the ellipse contains EF2 of the VIS subfamily. including the C-tail helix, might prevent the formation of a polymer. We infer that the mutual position of N-and C-lobes and also the C-tail helix in CPV had been determined before the duplication and fusion of the CPV ancestor. The ancestral lobe of CTER, a well as CPV, might interact with the target helix before fusion of two EF-lobes. This is why CTER, especially calmodulin, can accommodate such a variety of targets in several different conformations.
Relationship between CTER and PEF. PEF is a group of penta-EF-hand proteins. Their fifth domains pair to form dimers. PEF proteins are widely distributed from fungi to mammals. The tree made from domain sequences shows Odd-Even congruence with CTER and CPV, which means that CTER, CPV, and PEF share the same ancestral EFlobe (data not shown). The tree made from EF-lobes is shown in Figure 10 . Based on this tree, we inferred the node for each EF-lobe (Fig. 11) . The precursor sequences for EF-lobes of PEF show conservative features of EF-hand. Figure 12 shows the interface between EF-lobes of PEF protein (small subunit of calpain, 1AJ5.pdb). There are hydrophobic clusters between the N-lobe and the C-lobe and between the C-lobe and the dimer lobe. The residues in the cluster are conserved in the precursors of Nand C-lobes. We infer that the interaction between the two lobes was probably established before fusion of the two lobes.
Other subfamilies
PEF is in the pairings group. As shown above, PEF is related to CTER and CPV. S100 in pairings probably diverged from CTER in vertebrates. Other subfamilies of the pairing group are also inferred to have diverged from the same ancestor of CTER. Miscellaneous and low similarity groups show little similarity to other subfamilies, but the subfamilies in the isolated group do not show any clear relation to other subfamilies of EF-hands. There are several subfamilies, the structures of whose members have been reported, in isolated groups. They are ACHE, CBL, CMSO, CRGP, and PKD. We made trees using domain sequences for each subfamily using Uniref50 alignment. We Figure 11 . Inferred sequences at the nodes of tree for EF-lobes of PEF, CAM, CLNB. The ancestral sequences (PEF_lobe, PEFd_lobe, PEF_N, PEF_C, CAM_lobe and CLNB_lobe) were inferred by PAML based on the tree shown in Figure 10 . To show the residues at the interaction sites between two lobes, sequences of a pair of PEF_N and PEF_C lobes, and a pair of PEF_C and PEFd_lobes are shown. The residues in bold face are at the interaction sites between two lobes (see Figure 12 ). postulate that the EF-lobe of each subfamily arose from the duplication and fusion of a single EF-hand motif. So, the root of this tree should be between odd and even nodes, since they are out groups for each other. Figure 13 shows the inferred sequences for the nodes of each domain, and also Odd and Even. ACHE and CBL do not seem to share the common ancestor of other EF-hands. The origins of domain 1 and of domain 2 of these subfamilies might be different, since there is little conservation of sequence between them. CMSO, a bacterial EF-hand protein, appears to contain a canonical EF-hand. The inferred root sequence of CMSO diverged from the roots of CTER and CPV. This might due to the Figure 12 . The interface between EF-lobes of PEF. Homologous residues of inferred sequences of precursors are mapped on the structure of the small subunit of calpain (1AJ5.pdb). The interface residues between the EF-lobes of calpain (1AJ5.pdb) are shown in the CPK model (right, top and bottom). Hydrophobic residues connect two lobes. Models made from node sequences of PEF_N and PEF_C and PEFd are shown at the middle (top, PEF_N and PEF_C; bottom, PEF_C and PEF_d). A model made from the PEF_lobe is shown at the top left. Hydrophobic pairs connect two lobes. red N-lobe; blue, C-lobe, green, dimer lobe, gray, linker connecting two EF-hands. Figure 13 . Precursor sequences of several subfamilies from isolated groups. In the isolated group, five subfamilies (ACHE, CBL, CMSO, CRGP, and PKD) contain at least one member whose structure has been determined. These structures are similar to the canonical EF-hand (see Fig. 5, bottom) . Based on the tree constructed with the alignment using Uniref50 for each subfamily, we inferred sequences of the precursor node for each EF-hand domain. CMSO has four EF-hand domains. Odd shows the precursor sequence of domains 1 and 3. Even shows the precursor sequence of domains 2 and 4. The EF-hand mnemonic is shown at the top of each subfamily.
adaptive divergence of each EF-hand domain in prokaryotes. Most bacterial EF-hand proteins are believed to have arisen from horizontal gene transfer from eukaryotes. Recently, there have been several reports of calcium signaling in prokaryotes. 24 The true origin of bacterial EF-hand proteins remains unknown and should be analyzed carefully. CRGP and PKD also appear to be canonical EFhands. The inferred root sequences are similar to that of CMSO. This is due to the difference between domain 1 and domain 2. Either domain might have diverged, probably by adaptive selection.
Conclusions
The EF-hand is a helix-loop-helix calcium binding motif about thirty residues long. EF-hands usually occur as a pair; this EF-lobe is both a structural unit and a unit of evolution. We classified about 800 sequences of EF-hands into six groups-CTER, CPV, PEF pairings, miscellaneous, low similarity, and isolated. We concluded that the majority of EF-hands, including those in CTER and CPV groups and those in PEF pairing groups evolved from a single EFlobe. In these three groups, the relative positions of the EF-lobes are completely different. We infer that the structure of the EF-lobe had been established before two EF-lobes fused. Initially, weak interaction between two EF-lobes determined their mutual positions, and then the interaction got stronger by adaptive evolution and gene fusion of two lobes. Flexibility of the central helix of calmodulin probably reflects the lack of interaction between its two ancestral EF-lobes. The relative positions of the two EF-lobes of the proteins in CTER group, including calmodulin, might have been established in conjunction with the interactions of the target helix with the two EF-lobes. This implies that the structures of these proteins reflect selection for their functions. The sites selected by adaptive evolution might be important for the prediction of the conformations of proteins.
Most of the EF-hand proteins in our database probably descended from one ancestral EF-lobe, a pair of EF-hands. However, some subfamilies in isolated and low similarity groups are not congruent with the EF-lobe precursor, even if their conformations are similar to the canonical EF-hand. EvenOdd congruency and ancestral sequence prediction are essential to discriminate between EF-hand homologs and analogs (pretenders).
